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Relation between regional echo intensity and
myocardial connective tissue in chronic left ventricular
disease
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SUMMARY Cross sectional echocardiograms were recorded within one week of death in seven
patients with valvular heart disease, four with coronary artery disesase, and nine with congenital
heart disease. Regional echo amplitude was measured from the cross sectional display by construct-
ing histograms of pixel intensity. Parietal pericardium was used as an internal standard for setting
the gain of the instrument. At necropsy myocardium was taken from the free wall of the left
ventricle, the papillary muscles, and the septum. Fibrosis was assessed histologically and biochemi-
cally as hydroxyproline content. In individual samples histological and biochemical estimates were
correlated. In all regions other than the septum in patients with left ventricular hypertrophy, log
[collagen] correlated with median pixel intensity. The amplitude of reflected echoes from the hyper-
trophied septum was significantly higher than that from other samples but was similarly correlated
with collagen content. Agreement between echo amplitude and histological grade was significantly
less good. Thus in chronic left ventricular disease myocardial collagen content appears to be the
major determinant of regional echo intensity. Reproducibility of measurements and more rigorous
definition of tissue abnormalities will, however, require further study.

Excessive myocardial fibrosis is an important cause of
left ventricular disease. It has been correlated with
clinical evidence of heart failure,' abnormal diastolic
left ventricular stiffness,2 failure of left ventricular
hypertrophy to regress after valve replacement,3 and
poor prognosis.4 It would thus be useful in assessing
any type of left ventricular disease to be able to detect
it in life. Although endomyocardial biopsy can be
used, it is an invasive technique that can sample only a
very small portion of the myocardium and so may give
misleading values when used to assess the extent of
any process that is patchy in its distribution. In the
present study, we took advantage of fibrous tissue
being stiffer than normal myocardium and so causing
greater backscattering of ultrasound and an increase
in the brightness of scarred areas on a cross sectional
echocardiographic image. To do this we developed
methods for the calibration, display, and
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quantification of regional echo amplitude using the
output of a standard echocardiograph.

Myocardial fibrosis is usually detected histologi-
cally, and several studies have been performed show-
ing an increase in association with left ventricular dis-
ease based on both biopsy34 and necropsys-7 mater-
ial. Alternatively, myocardial collagen can be detected
chemically as the content of hydroxyproline contain-
ing protein.8 9 In the present study, of which a pre-
liminary account has appeared elsewhere,'0 we used
the two approaches-histological and biochemical-
to assess the extent of regional fibrosis in necropsy
material and compared the results with echocardiog-
raphic observations in the same patients during life.
We have thus explored (a) the possibilities and limita-
tions of extracting quantitative information from
echocardiographic images obtained under clinical
conditions, (b) the proposition that myocardial
fibrosis or collagen is a determinant of the amplitude
of backscattered ultrasound, and thus of the regional
amplitude of the echocardiogaphic image, and (c) the
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Relation between regional echo intensity and myocardial connective tissue in chronic left ventricular disease
extent to which a well recognised entity such as mance of the echocardiograph was investigated in
fibrosis can be defined in necrosy material using two detail. The pulse used to excite the transducer con-
independent approaches and the problems that may tained a broad frequency spectrum. This was meas-
arise when results of these different methods are cor- ured with the transducer connected. The components
related in individual patients. were maximum at 2 MHz, although the spectrum was

almost flat between 1-5 and 5 MHz. Bandwidth limi-
Patients and methods tation of the emitted acoustic pulse was imposed by

the transducer itself, whose performance was deter-
Nineteen patients were studied. Of these, 11 were mined in detail using a calibrated membrane hyd-
adults (aged 35-65 years; four with coronary artery rophonel2 in distilled water. With moderate damping
disease and seven with valvular heart disease) and (position 5), peak positive acoustic pressure at the
eight were infants or children with congenital heart focus (58-8 mm) was 0 3 MN/M2 (MPa), and peak
disease (aged 2 days to 7 years). Of the latter, two negative pressure 0-29 MN/M2. At peak power (damp-
had double outlet right ventricle, two total anomalous ing control at position 11), peak positive acoustic
pulmonary venous drainage, one pulmonary atresia, pressure was 3 0 MN/M2 and peak negative pressure
one univentricular heart, one congenital mitral valve 1-05 MN/M2. Clinical measurements were all made
disease, and one had complete transposition and a with settings between these two values. At higher
recent Mustard operation. levels, therefore, there was pronouced asymmetry of

the acoustic pressure pulse due to non-linear propaga-
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY tion in water at high driving pressures. It is likely that
In all patients, a cross sectional echocardiogram had similar distortion occurred in tissue, which will have
been recorded within one week of death. Recordings served greatly to increase the harmonic content of the
were made with an ATL Mark III instrument, using a propagated wave.
3 or 5 MHz transducer, as clinically appropriate. The reception characteristics of the 3 MHz 13 mm
Standard parasternal, apical, and subcostal views disc transducers were also determined in distilled
were used when possible, but since most patients were water. Low level (less than 15 N/M2) gated sine wave
studied immediately after open heart surgery the lat- bursts of varying amplitude and frequency were gen-
ter two views could not be consistently recorded to a erated by a second 10 MHz crystal, and the resultant
standard adequate for quantitative analysis because of acoustic signal impinging on the transducer measured
chest and pericardial drains, dressings, and the with a wideband membrane hydrophone interposed
immobility of patients on respirators. Only paraster- between the two. The ATL transducer was found to
nal long and short axis views, therefore, were used in have a centre frequency not appreciably different
the present study. As a basis for comparison, similar from its nominal value of 3 MHz, and a Q factor of 2.
records were made in 15 subjects (aged 10-46 years) Its electrical output was linearly related to the acoustic
without evidence of severe heart disease (controls). pressure input over a -40 db range, zero db corres-
The master gain of the instrument was adjusted so ponding to a pressure of 15 N/M2. The hydrophone
that the echo arising from the parietal pericardium in was also used to determine the beam shape at a
the long axis view just appeared as a continuous line at number of depths. The frequency response of the RF
the highest level of grey scale intensity.1' Swept gain amplifier was flat between 1 5 and 8 MHz (-3 db
was not used, but minor changes to the image were points). The overall gain was 106 db. The output was
made using the reject control. We have shown this to fullwave rectified and passed through a second order
be without effect on measured amplitude levels. low pass filter, whose -3 db cutoff was 700 kHz. In
Echocardiographic images were displayed in real the system used, the 45 db log compression of the
time, simultaneously in grey scale and after colour demodulated signal is achieved by way of the ladder
amplitude processing with a Brompton encoder.They network of the flash analogue to digital converter,
were stored on 1 9 cm (3/4 inch) video tape using a with three bit digitisation of the signal. For the output
Sony U-matic recorder (Type VO 2631). Seven grey of the digital scan converter, a linear transfer function
scale levels were displayed, the lowest being taken as 1 was used. Gamma correction was implemented on the
and appearing as cyan. Increasing levels appeared as television monitor only. The takeoff point for the
green, yellow, red, magenta, blue, and white (level 7); video tape recorder, the encoder, and the histogram
black was taken as zero. unit was at the linear output of the digital scan conver-

tor. The possibility of phase errors at the transducer
Characteristics of echocardiograph interface leading to amplitude errors was considered.
Since the aim of the study was to make quantitative These were, however; for the most part avoided by
measurements from the ultrasound image rather than the use of full wave rectification and smoothing with a
to rely simply on subjective judgments the perfor- low pass 700 kHz filter, although its use will clearly
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have been accompanied by a minor degree of informa-
tion loss.
Image analysis-This was performed by a different

observer from the one who had made the original
recordings and was no more aware of the diagnosis
than would be possible from examination of the
echocardiograms themselves. End diastolic stop
frames were displayed using a tape recorder with digi-
tal frame advance (Sony 5800 PS). A system of
nomenclature of the left ventricle based on that of
Edwards et al. I3 was used. Thus the mid and basal
segments of septum and free wall and the bases and
tips of the papillary muscles were identified on the
echocardiograms. Regional echo amplitude was asses-
sed by counting individual picture elements (pixels).
Manual and automatic counting methods were used in
parallel on end diastolic frames. For the former
method, frames were photographed on colour 35 mm
film (Kodak EPT 135-36), and the transparencies
projected to large size so that the individual pixels
could be seen. One hundred were counted within a
predetermined area and assigned to one of the seven
grey scale levels. When the automatic method was
used, an area of interest was localised on the stop
frame video image using an interactive system under

the control of the observer, and a count of the inten-
sity of each pixel within it was performed automati-
cally (Fig. 1). For myocardium, about 300 pixels were
included; for papillary muscle, a smaller area of inter-
est was used, which included about 100 pixels. Both
methods thus allowed a histogram of regional pixel
intensity to be plotted, and absolute pixel counts were
derived from a digital output. Care was taken to avoid
placing the area of interest over the parietal pericar-
dial echo, which might have led to the inclusion of
high amplitude echoes. Automatic pixel counts were
performed on two separate occasions for each area,
and these were used to derive the reproducibility of
the method. Automatic and manual counting methods
were also compared.

NECROPSY ESTIMATION OF FIBROSIS
Hearts were removed at necropsy and dissected after
fixation in 10% formalin solution. Regions corres-
ponding to the segments studied echocardiographi-
cally were identified, and from each two contiguous
samples of 100-200 mg were removed, one for his-
tological and one for chemical analysis.
The extent of fibrosis was assessed histologically on

sections stained with haematoxylin and eosin and

Fig. 1 Assessment ofregional pixel intensity ofcross sectional echocardiogram in the parasternal long axis view from a patient with
ischaemic heart disease. The area ofinterest has been positioned over the posterior wall ofthe colour display . The histogram ofregional
pixel intensity (level scales 1-7) is shown horizontally in the lower part of the display.
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recorded as absent (0) or mild (1), moderate (2), or
severe (3). Its distribution as generalised or suben-
docardial was also noted. These observations were
made by two observers (BH and CS) who were un-
aware of the results of echocardiographic or biochem-
ical analyses. Biochemical estimation of fibrosis was
based on collagen content, using the method of Proc-
kop and Udenfriend,'4 with recently described modi-
fications,'5 on samples of 5-30 mg dry weight. This
method is based on the detection of hydroxyproline
containing protein and thus measures all collagen sub-
types. The reproducibility of duplicate determina-
tions on the same sample was less than 5%. These
observations were made by one of us (RM), who was
unaware of the clinical diagnosis or of the results of
echocardiographic or histological analyses. To assess
the properties of parietal pericardium, used through-
out the study as an internal standard, small samples
were removed from anterior and posterior to the heart
in 10 patients undergoing routine coronary artery
surgery. Collagen content was estimated in the same
way as for myocardial samples.

DATA ANALYSIS
Comparisons were made between median pixel inten-
sity and collagen content, assessed chemically, for
each region studied. In addition, chemical and his-
tological estimates were compared. Since the levels of
echo amplitude are based on a logarithmic rather than
a linear scale median rather than mean values were
used to characterise local intensity. Arithmetic means
of these values were calculated between patients and
standard t tests used to assess differences between
means. Owing to the wide spread of abnormal values
of collagen content, their distribution in the sample
departed significantly from normal, so that log [col-
lagen] values were also used. Linear regression could
thus be performed by the method of least squares.

difference between duplicate deteminations using the
automatic counting method was 0-41 grey scale level
and that between manual and automatic counts for the
same region was 058 unit.

FIBROSIS
The fibrous content varied widely between different
samples. Twenty two segments in 10 patients were
entirely normal histologically, while in six segments
(in three patients) complete fibrous replacement had
occurred. In most patients there was intermediate
involvement. The fibrosis was mainly subendocardial
in 28 segments and generalised in the remainder.
There was macroscopic and microscopic evidence of
left ventricular hypertrophy in six patients: five adults
with aortic valve disease and one child with congenital
mitral valve disease.

COLLAGEN CONTENT
Samples from normal adult left ventricle (controls)
showed a mean collagen content of 41±+ 16 ,ug/mg dry
weight. There was no consistent difference between
regions of the left ventricle. In the patients, the range
was wide (between 10 and 625 ug/mg dry weight).

COMPARISON OF METHODS
There was moderate agreement only between collagen
content assessed biochemically and fibrosis assessed
histologically (Fig. 2). The regression equation was:
log [collagen] = 0.19 [histological grade] + 1 58. The
standard error of the estimate was 0-22 and the corre-
lation coefficient 0-63 (p<0.001). The standard errors
of the slope and intercept were 2-81 x 10 2 and
4. 13x 10- 2 respectively. When a linear scale was used
for collagen concentration, the corresponding value
for the correlation coefficient was 0-52. Fig. 3 shows
the relation between log [collagen] and median echo

Results

ECHOCARDIOGRAMS
Controls-In the controls the mean value of median
pixel intensity for the posterior left ventricular wall
was 0-76+0- 16 (mean ±1 standard deviation) in the
basal region and 1-33 +0*38 at the level of the papillary
muscles. The corresponding values for the septum
were 1-05+0-35 and 165±0-52 respectively. For
both, basal values were significantly lower than those
at papillary muscle level (p<0-01), and for corres-
ponding levels septal values were higher than those
from the posterior wall (p<0-01).
Patients-Altogether, echocardiograms of adequate

technical quality were recorded from 80 segments (4-2
per patient). Values of median pixel intensity ranged
from 0-5 to 3-8 units. The standard deviation of the
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Fig. 2 Relation between estimates of regionalfibrosis measured
from histological grade (O absent, I mild, 2 moderate, 3 severe)
and collagen concentration.
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Fig. 3 Relation between regional collagen concentration
assessed biochemically and median echo intensity.

intensity. Preliminary analysis showed that the points
were not evenly distributed but that at any given col-
lagen content values of median echo level from the
septum of patients with left ventricular hypertrophy
were significantly higher than those from the remain-
der of the left ventricular myocardium. In all samples
but those from hypertrophied septum, the regression
relation between intensity level and collagen content
was: median echo level = 2-85 log [collagen] - 3*82.
The standard error of the estimate was 0-20 and the
correlation coefficient 0*76 (p<0.001). The standard
errors of the slope and intercept were 0*12 and 0*16
respectively. When collagen concentration was ex-
pressed on a linear scale, the corresponding value for
correlation coefficient was 0-71. For the values
observed in the hypertrophied septum, the equation
was: median echo level = 3-22 log [collagen] - 2.54.
The standard error of the estimate was 0 15 and of the
slope and intercept 0-16 and 0-48 respectively. The
correlation coefficient was 086 (p<0.001). When col-
lagen cQncentration was expressed on a linear scale the
corresponding value was 0*78. Comparison of the two
relations between log [collagen] and echo intensity
shows no difference in slope, but the intercept from
values of patients in whom the septum was hyper-
trophied was significantly less negative than that from
the remainder (p<0.05).

Fig. 4 shows thei relation between median echo
intensity and histological grade. Linear regression
showed some correlation between the two, the equa-
tion being: histological level = 0-46 log [collagen] +
0-48. The correlation coefficient was 0-32 (p<0-02)
and the standard error of the estimate 0*94 units. It is

again apparent that at each level of fibrosis assessed
histologically values of echo intensity were higher
from samples derived from patients with septal hyper-
trophy.

PERICARDIAL SAMPLES
Two pericardial samples were available from each of
10 patients. The mean collagen content was 608+208
,ug/mg dry weight. The mean value from anterior
pericardium was 612±+182 Ag/mg dry weight and
from posterior pericardium 605+106 ,g/mg dry
weight. These values were not significantly different.
The corresponding value of median pixel intensity
determined automatically in 15 controls was
6*05+0 25 and the standard deviation of duplicate
determinations 0-18 unit.

Discussion

Several essential conditions must be fulfilled if
echocardiography is to be used to measure the amp-
litude as distinct from simply the position and motion
of echoes returning from intracardiac structures. A
digital scan converter is required rather than optical
coupling. Depth compensation by swept gain cannot
be used. It is also necessary to exclude all "post-
processing" procedures which alter the gamma
characteristics of the instrument or use partial dif-
ferentiation to "enhance" boundaries or improve the
subjective qualities of the image. In the present study,
therefore, the transfer function of the instrument was
investigated in detail so that interrelations between
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Fig. 4 Relation between regionalfibrosis assessed histologically
(grade 0 absent, I mild, 2 moderate, 3 severe) and median echo
intensity.
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the pulse generated, the returning echo, and the amp-
litude in the final image were defined. Measurements
of regional echo amplitude are likely to prove mislead-
ing unless all these factors are rigorously controlled.

Several lines of evidence have suggested that con-
nective tissue may be an important factor in the
genesis of "structural" echoes as distinct from those
arising from interfaces between organs. The Young's
modulus of collagen fibres is greater by a factor of
1000 than that of any tissue except bone, and in breast
reflectivity is closely related to fibrosis.'6 In experi-
mental animals, Mimbs et al noted that after experi-
mental myocardial infarction, backscattering and
attenuation were closely related.' 7 Backscattered
amplitude was considerably increased within six
weeks of experimental infarction, an effect that was
abolished by treatment with collagenase, although
local hydroxyproline values were unaltered. Similar
observations were reported in doxorubicin induced
cardiomyopathy in rabbits, in which regional
increases ofup to 8 db integrated backscattering could
be identified after 10 to 18 weeks treatment with the
drug.18 Histological examination showed vacuo-
lisation and myocytolysis together with the develop-
ment of fibrosis. In man, Rasmussen et al. 19 noted an
increase in the intensity of septal echoes in the
M mode echocardiograms of patients with septal
fibrosis confirmed at necropsy or cardiac surgery.
More recently, Tanaka et al.,20 using stepwise gain
alterations, suggested that fibrosis was the origin of
high intensity echoes originating from the myocar-
dium. Observations in patients with endomyocardial
fibrosis, confirmed by ventricular biopsy, are simi-
lar.2' In view of this suggestive evidence a more com-
prehensive study in man appeared justified.

If measurements of echo amplitude are to be com-
pared between subjects some standard of comparison
will be required. Many factors, including differences
in path length, chest wall configuration, and cardiac
orientation within the thorax militate against using an
absolute external standard. We have, therefore,
adopted a simpler expedient, that of using the echo
from the parietal pericardium posterior to the left ven-
tricular wall as an internal standard. This can be
detected from the apex with an amplitude almost
equal to that from the parasternal region, suggesting
that echoes from it-as from other intracardiac
structures-arise mainly by backscattering rather
than by specular reflection."I To validate its use in
this way its collagen content was measured and found
to be very high (approximately 50-65% of its dry
weight). Variability was small not only between the
anterior and posterior pericardium but also between
patients. Although the collagen content of pericar-
dium might theoretically be increased in disease, even
total replacement by fibrosis could not increase its

collagen content to more than 1000/o, representing a
factor of less than two, which is small compared with
the range of collagen content observed in our patients.
The relative uniformity of the constitution of parietal
pericardium thus makes it suitable for use as an inter-
nal standard, allowing semiquantitative comparisons
to be made between patients.

Estimates of myocardial collagen content in the
present study are similar to those reported previously,
using either histological -5 or biochemical
methods.8 9 It became clear, however, that these
criteria were not in complete agreement with one
another in individual cases. These inconsistencies
could have various causes. Histology depends on the
tinctorial properties of the connective tissue elements,
which are not well understood. Newly synthesised
collagen may have less avidity for histological stains
than older collagen, which is known to age chemically
with formation of cross bridges linking lysine and
hydroxylysine residues. Dissociation between his-
tological and biochemical manifestations of collagen
deposition may occur in acute disease; in bleomycin
induced fibrosis, for example, increased collagen
assessed biochemically is complete at two weeks,
whereas histologically fibrosis is only beginning to
appear at this stage.22 The method of chemical esti-
mation used in the present study-that of detecting
hydroxyproline containing proteins-was relatively
non-specific. It is well recognised that within a single
species there are at least five different collagen types,
each with different physicochemical properties.23
Observations in experimental animals suggest that
type III in particular is increased in left ventricular
hypertrophy.24 In fibrotic lung disorders in. man,
there is biochemical evidence for a relatively greater
increase in type III compared with type I collagen in
the early stages of the disease.25 Detection of collagen
by ultrasound depends, on yet another physical prop-
erty of collagen, its stiffness. There is no reason to
suppose that measurements made on this basis would
show complete agreement either with those based on
chemical constitution or tinctorial properties any
more than that the two latter should agree exactly
with one another. The presence of increased amp-
litude of septal echoes suggests that there is no unique
-relation between collagen content and backscattering
amplitude. The underlying cause of this was not clear.
It did not appear to be a function of path length, since
it was not shown by the posterior wall of the ventricle
in infants when the ultrasound path length was much
shorter than that to the septum -in adults. Myocardial
fibre arrangement in the septum is dominantly cir-
cumferential rather than oblique with varying fibre
angle, as in the posterior wall,26 so that orientation of
fibrosis might also have been more uniform in the
septum. A similar, mechanism has been invoked by
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Mimbs et al'7 to explain increasing reflectivity after
experimental myocardial infarction in the absence of
pronounced increase in collagen content.

Yet other factors may well have aggravated lack of
correspondence between the two methods. Fibrosis is
often a patchy process, so that sampling errors are
likely to have been present. Although samples for his-
tological and chemical estimates came from the same
anatomical segment, identical tissue could clearly not
be used for both. Such errors are likely to have been
particularly notable for histological estimates where
the thickness of individual sections was less than 10
,um, corresponding to less than 1 mg, while samples
for biochemical analysis were approximately 5-30 mg
and those for pixel counting 500-1000 mg. Further
errors are likely to have arisen when echocardio-
graphic observations were correlated with necropsy
findings, owing to failure to compare identical regions
of myocardium. The feasibility of performing post-
morten echocardiography was considered but rejected
owing to the complexity of the changes in the acoustic
properties of tissue after death.2728 Minor differences
between patients in the reflectivity of parietal pericar-
dium would also have contributed to lack of complete
agreement.

Finally, other disease processes might possibly have
influenced regional echo amplitude. There is evidence
that the acoustic properties of myocardium may be
altered by experimental myocardial infarction.29
Although many of our patients were studied in the
early postoperative period, there was no macroscopic
or microscopic evidence of recent infarction at nec-
ropsy. The same applies to the suggestion that echo
amplitude might have been increased by myocarditis,
causing local inflammation or oedema. Despite these
considerations, the correlation coefficient observed in
the present study (r2= 56%) shows that the dominant
determinant of regional echo amplitude in the
myocardium of the patients we studied was their col-
lagen content assessed in terms of hydroxyproline
concentration.
Our results clearly indicate the practical difficulties

that will arise when tissue characterisation is attemp-
ted under clinical conditions. Tissue characterisation
requires quantitative observation of returning
echoes.30 In turn, this implies reproducible calibra-
tion of signals and standardisation of apparatus,
which have not yet been achieved clinically. Secondly,
the aspect of the tissue that it is proposed to "charac-
terise" needs to be unambiguously defined. Fibrosis
of myocardium may seem to be a well defined entity,
and one that would be eminently accessible to such
studies, but the disparity between histological and
biochemical methods shows that this is not the case. If
such difficulties arise with fibrosis the possibilities for
confusion in defining processes such as "ischaemia"

are clear, while an extensive search of published
reports now attests to the difficulties of unambiguous
measurement of "infarct size" under clinical condi-
tions. A third factor is the rather poor reproducibility
of measurements of echo amplitude. Clearly, no com-
parison can give closer results than that of the repro-
ducibility of measurement of either of the variables
involved. Although many of the determinants of echo
amplitude were fixed between estimations such as
machine gain, path length, and patient orientation,
considerable variation still occurred owing to other,
uncontrolled factors-such as motion of the heart
with respiration or minor variation in transducer
orientation or positioning of the area of interest lead-
ing to failure to sample identical areas ofmyocardium.
Amplitude measurements are relatively simple to
make compared with those related to phase, fre-
quency dependence, or texture, which have been
proposed as possible bases of tissue characterisation.31
Despite these difficulties, however, it does appear that
in patients with chronic heart disease there is a semi-
quantitative relation between regional echo amplitude
and myocardial collagen content. This can be shown
in man by objective measurement of the median value
of regional pixel intensity, using parietal pericardium
as an internal standard and colour coded echocardi-
ography as a visual prompt. Since myocardial fibrosis
is increased in several common types of left ventricu-
lar disease, the possibility of making such measure-
ments may well have clinical importance in document-
ing its presence and in assessing methods designed to
prevent its appearance or even to cause its regression.
The relatively simple techniques described here thus
allow echocardiography to be used to gain information
about the properties of the myocardium beyond sim-
ply its position and motion. Such studies may contri-
bute clinically useful information in the future.

We acknowledge the assistance of Drs AJ Livett and
RC Preston, Division of Radiation Science and
Acoustics, National Physical Laboratory, Tedding-
ton, in calibrating the echocardiograph.

We acknowledge support from Corda and Special
Cardiac Fund, Brompton Hospital.
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